
Man in the Mississippi: 
 
Profile of a chef (wearing a chef’s hat). 
 
His eye goes in “Iowa” 
 
His stomach feels misery “Missouri” 
 
He sits on his Ar “Kan” sas when his feet feel lousy (Lousy-ana… Louisiana) 
 
He hides tiny soda cans under his chef hat… mini soda “Minnesota” OR he hides the 
Kan behind his back … “Kansas” 
 
In front of him he holds a TIN trey (Tin – assee, “Tennessee) serving a “Kentucky” 
fried chicken leg. 
 
When the Man in the Mississippi burps he makes an ill noise (Illinois) in Diana’s face 
(Indiana)…. She turns around and says “O! hi! (“Ohio). 
 
He then uses his ove Mitt (Mitt-chigan… “Michigan”) to hold “Wisconsin” cheese 
against his head because he is a Packers fan (cheese-head). 
 
When going on vacation to “Florida” (you all know where that is) he takes his 
cooking Magazines ( or MAGS: Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina) 
 
 
Southern Belles (the five southern states of the original colonies named after girls): 
 
Starting with the southern most… Georgia, the Carolina sisters (North and South), 
Virginia, and Mary (land).  To the west of Virginia is “West Virginia”. 
 
Original Middle Colonies as states: 
 
The New York Yankees wear Penn striped Jerseys and unDerware  (New York, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware). 
 
New England states: 
 
New Englanders think they are the MAINE section of the country. 
Irish immigrants moved to Boston (the Boston Celtics)… since the Irish are Catholic 
they also go to MASS (achussetts). 
Due to the poverty of these Irish immigrants their apartments had “rodent holes” 
below them (“Rodent” Island… Rhode Island) and New “Hampsters” (New 
Hampshire) above them…. They also have “Vermin” (Vermont).  To get rid of these 
critters they put out a rectangular mouse trap to “Connect” and “Cut” the critters 
(Connecticut). 



 
Out West: 
 
We all know Texas… and Texas is famous for cows.  Oklahoma doesn’t like Texas so 
it is shaped like a butcher knife… it is “OK” to chop up cows. 
 
Find where the four states just west of Texas intersect…. 
Ucan go there in real life and Ucan find where the states intersect, Ucan stand in 
New Mexico, then take one step and Ucan stand in Arizona, or Ucan stand in Utah, or 
Ucan stand in Colorado, OR Ucan stand in all four at one time: 
U.C.A.N. (clockwise from upper left)  Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico 
 
 
Nevada looks like a French Revolution guillotine, where Las Vegas gamblers go to 
have their money “severed” from them.  
 
 
West Coast: 
 
Asian immigrants prevail on the West Coast from Seattle all the way down to L.A. 
Chinese immigrants cook with a “WOC”:  Washington, Oregon, California 
 
 
The state famous for potatoes looks like a hand held potato masher.  “Idaho” 
potatoes. 
 
 
Man in Montana: 
 
Montana looks like a Man grinning at Idaho.  It gets really cold in “Man”tana.  So I 
asked “why do you live where it is twice a da’ cold … brrrr” …. Why = “Wyoming”, da’ 
cold = Dakota (north and south because it is ‘twice’), and Ne-brrrrrr-aska 
(“Nebraska”) 
 
 
That leaves Alaska and Hawaii at the bottom. 


